Follow That Hare: An Art and Nature Trail

The full walk is approximately 3.5km and takes about 3 hours. Visitors to the campus can also take the short walks that are traced out on the map.

Follow the path as it leads you through the trees. You will soon see a sign in the tree that says "Follow That Hare." Continue on this path as it leads you towards spicy scents and the crumpling of its use. This occurs on damper soils beside a stream. Alders have small catkins and black cones and, from February to March, the catkins open into small reddish-brown flowers while the cones remain closed. They are evergreens but are actually deciduous. Their trunks are thick, brown and covered with scaly bark.

When you see a building with the word "Art" on it, you are now in the heart of the campus. The University of Warwick is a centre for modern art and culture. Here, you can find a variety of exhibitions and events that celebrate the work of contemporary artists.

As you walk around the campus, you will notice the path leads up to the lake. Y ou will then be able to see parallel bars and the path forks, left. When you reach a set of black cube structures, you can take a break next to Régis Debray's "The Expulsion from the Garden of Eden" (2012). This is a sculpture that depicts Adam and Eve in a fresco by the same artist. It is another living fossil that has a type of swimming pollen. It is a primitive that it reproduces in a similar manner to ferns and mosses with a type of swimming pollen. In another form that has lived for 100 million years and is the only plant to be found in a place that has been covered by water in the past.

Follow that path to the left, you can see the University of Warwick Art Centre. It is the student laundry. When you see a building with the words "Art Centre," you are now in the heart of the campus. The University of Warwick is a centre for modern art and culture. Here, you can find a variety of exhibitions and events that celebrate the work of contemporary artists.
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Use this map to mark locations for plants and animals (flora and fauna) you spot along the route. This map may be used in conjunction with the *Follow that Hare Field Guide*, which provides lots of children’s activities relating to the trail as well as room to draw. You may also be interested in borrowing an Explorer backpack, which contains field guides, binoculars, drawing materials and much, much more. For details visit meadgallery.co.uk